
In order to secure elaboration and implementation of the annual programs of restoration works in the zone of Georgian-Ossetian conflict, as laid down in the article 2 of the Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Georgia and the Government of the Russian Federation on Economic Restoration of the Regions Located in the Zone of Georgian-Ossetian Conflict, Signed on 14 September 1993, the Parties agreed on the following:

Article 1

The Parties shall create a joint executive body aimed at solving the problems related to financing, material-technical provision and organization of construction works.

Article 2

The Georgian part of the Joint Executive Body shall be represented by the Republican Coordination Center for Material-technical Provision and Organization of Construction Works in the Tskhinvali region (Head - O.V.Kiknadze).

The Russian side of the Joint Executive Body shall be represented by the Russian Commission on the Issues of Economic Recovery of Regions of South Ossetia (Chair – A.A.Babenko)

Article 3

The Head of the Republican Coordination Center for Material-technical Provision and Organization of Construction Works in the Tskhinvali region and Chairman of the Russian Commission on the Issues of Economic Recovery of Regions of South Ossetia are co-chairs of the Joint Executive Body.

Article 4

The Joint Executive Body shall coordinate its work with the Mixed Control Commission and hold joint plenary sessions when deemed necessary, but no less than once in a quarter.

Article 5

The present Protocol shall come into effect as soon as it is signed.

Concluded on 5 July 1994 in two copies and both of them are of equal value.

On behalf of the Government of Georgia I. Menagarishvili

On behalf of the Russian Federation A. Shokhin
(Archive of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Georgia/in Russian)
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